
Quick T 1371 

Chapter 1371: Paranoid emperor: Let’s go to hell together, alright? (End) 

“Un.” Yan Xiu said with a nod, “I used the legendary countering poison with poison, letting the poison 

enter your heart……” 

He paused before shaking his head with a bitter smile, “It seems there’s no need to mention it now……” 

“You know that you’re speaking nonsense!” Luo Qing Chen rubbed her eyes, “I have a good idea of my 

own condition, so I’m running out of time?” 

“Nonsense!” Feng Si Zui held her hand and his deep voice had a bit of a tremble as he said word for 

word, “This one won’t allow it……” 

“Emperor, don’t worry yet……” Yan Xiu said in a soft voice, “I can’t be more familiar with the poison used 

on Qing Chen, the main reason for her attack this time was because she didn’t take the normal 

medicine.” 

“I clearly had more important things to do, alright!” 

“Nonsense!” Feng Si Zui tightly knit his brows as he said in an angry and helpless voice, “There’s nothing 

more important than you in this world!” 

She was the person he cared about that much, how could she put herself in danger for those trivial 

things! 

Luo Qing Chen could see that he was very angry and couldn’t help lowering her eyes, “I know, I won’t 

forget in the future.” 

It was because she was back by his side that her life that didn’t seem that much became much more 

important. 

Because she wanted to spend a bit more time with him. 

“Relax, this one will remind you every day!” Although his brows were tightly knit, his eyes had a gentle 

look in them. 

No matter how much time was left, he would spend every second with her. 

If she went to heaven, he would go to heaven. If she went to hell, he would go to hell. 

– 

They spent much more time together in this life than they had imagined. 

The five pieces of medicine that Yan Xiu left had played a large role in prolonging her life. 

When she finished eating them, ten years had passed. 

Feng Si Zui had been worried about her every second over these ten years. 

He didn’t even sleep that much. He was afraid that if he was asleep and she was ill, he wouldn’t be able 

to be by her side right away. 



Just ten years, but he cherished them. 

But what will come will come. He had a feeling of when she would leave like he had that feeling of when 

she would come back. 

In the middle of the night, he gently held her as he looked at the bright moon outside, “It’s the fifteenth 

again, do you remember how we said that we would go see the lanterns together that year?” 

She was a bit sleepy as her eyelids dropped by by bit. Hearing his voice, she opened her eyes with a bit 

of difficulty, “Yes…..Time really passed quickly……” 

Ten years in the blink of an eye. 

In these ten years, he had carefully taken care of everything for her, afraid that the poison in her body 

would act up. 

But even so, he couldn’t keep her. 

She had to leave. Both of them knew this in their hearts, but no one said it out loud. 

The night breeze blew, bringing a gentle fragrance of flowers. 

She could hear his slightly quickened breathing and feel his trembling hands. 

After a while, she said in a soft voice, “Don’t be sad, I’ll come find you.” 

Her voice was soft, but he could hear it. 

He slowly leaned over and placed a kiss on her forehead before saying in a choked up voice, “Alright…..” 

Ten years of life and death, unpredictable and unforgettable. 

But he was willing to wait for the flowers to bloom in the next life. 

Chapter 1372: Side story: Waiting for you for the rest of my life, never aging if you don’t come (Part 1) 

I only borrowed one journey in your life, that is the rest of your life. ——Feng Si Zui 

After meeting her, I told myself that even if I didn’t want the throne before, I needed it now. 

Because I hoped that she would be my empress. 

But after she became my empress, I knew that her story never needed me. 

Hurting me, but it was because of hatred and vengeance. 

When did it change? When she appeared in my study that night, when she looked up at me, it was like 

she was a completely different person from before. 

But my heart still hurt so much that I couldn’t breathe. 

Because she held a bowl of soup in her hand, wanting to poison me. 

I was certain that it was poison at that time and when I saw her eyes, I asked if she wanted me to drink 

it. 



She understood the true meaning, I was asking her if she wanted me to die or not. 

She nodded without a single trace of hesitation in those clear as water eyes. 

I drank it and I felt my heart dying. Since it was impossible for me to cross with her in this life, death was 

probably the best destination. 

Anyway, it was better to die early. 

After all, I knew that my body was deteriorating each day. 

The poison of the Blood Bone Snake had penetrated my heart and without the antidote blood, there 

was nothing that could save me. 

There was only one thing on my mind, there was no pain after death. 

After all, I could kiss her once before dying. I knew…..that it was the last time….. 

But I never thought that after drinking the medicinal soup, not only did I not die of poison, my body that 

always felt exhausted suddenly didn’t feel that bad. 

The blood in my body had a warm feeling flowing through it, with a touch of joy. 

Although I didn’t know what her medicine was, she wasn’t trying to kill me. 

I knew exactly why, but even if I knew, my mind was still blank after I had kissed her. 

Even if her condition was to let Feng Xing Yue come back to Long Peace City, even though I had heard 

that he had found another woman in the barren north…… 

She really was a fool. Feng Xing Yue had given up on her a long time ago, but she still hoped that he 

could come back to Long Peace City. 

She was a fool, but I felt so pained. So I agreed to her wish, agreed to my pain. 

In the next few days, I didn’t let myself think of this matter. I didn’t go to the Willful Hall to play chess 

with Xi Jin, I wanted to escape my emotions. 

Just like how I knew that she was in the cold palace, how I always wanted to see her. 

But I desperately resisted…..telling myself not to go. 

Because if I went, I wouldn’t make her happy and I wasn’t willing to make her unhappy. 

But I never thought that I didn’t have a chance to escape this time. 

When eunuch Li clearly told me that the medicine she gave me didn’t exist in this world, I wanted to see 

her because…..I had some expectations. 

The Splendid Hall, I thought that she would never come back here. 

She was actually……leaning on the sofa, flipping through my medical records. She was saying many 

things to herself, but what made her the most excited was: Why do you say that this poison can’t be 

cured? 



My heart could only be described as ecstatic, she actually seriously cared about my body…… 

This wasn’t a kind of ‘act’ in front of me, that real her made my heart beat as fast as a little deer running 

in the forest. 

Chapter 1373: Side story: Waiting for you for the rest of my life, never aging if you don’t come (Part 2) 

We played a game of chess, I’ve always been good at chess. When I played with Xi Jin at the Willful Hall, 

I had never lost. 

If I lost……it would be when I was thinking of her and my mind wandered. 

But her chess skills were just too…..bad! 

She was very annoyed and touched her head in a cute manner when she made every move, looking very 

annoyed. 

I enjoyed playing chess with her, I liked the feeling of my black pieces surrounding her white pieces. 

This kind of imprisonment and possessiveness didn’t come from being an emperor, but because it was 

her. 

It was because only she could make me feel this way. 

I liked her, the world knew this and I knew this. 

I felt happy and a bit afraid since in order to hurt me before, she didn’t act like she had been moved to 

come to my side. 

But in the end, the feeling of falling from heaven to hell came when she killed our child. This pain was 

like pouring salt on an open wound, it was so painful that I couldn’t breathe. 

But even so, when she was smiling at me, I still couldn’t let go. I lost in the end, losing in a willing 

manner. 

But I knew that even if we go back to the Splendid Hall, even if she made medicine for me, even if we 

played chess. 

It wasn’t enough for all my hatred for her to completely disappear. There was a voice in my heart that 

kept reminding me. 

She was suddenly good to me because I had let Feng Xing Yue return to Long Peace City. 

Although I wasn’t willing to believe, I knew that this was very likely. 

And I had confirmed this. The day Feng Xing Yue arrived in Long Peace City, she left the palace. 

That day, there was a bit of snow in the sky. After the morning court, I went to find her, but the words of 

eunuch Li made me have no energy to even move. 

You left the palace, on the day Feng Xing Yue came back, you left the palace. 

My mind was completely blank at that moment, it seemed like there were flakes of snow that fell down. 



It landed in my hand, it was so cold…..so cold…… 

I locked myself in the Endless Hall and kept drinking. Wine is a good thing, it could make me numb with 

just a few drinks, numbing my mind and making my brain turn even slower. 

But even if it was slowed, everything was of her, slowly moving in front of my eyes. 

I liked her, with all my life, using all my strength. 

In my daze, I could see her. She had arrived, not throwing me away and eloping with Feng Xing Yue….. 

I could hear my heart beating as I seemed to have left hell. 

But my mind was stunned. I thought of the shattered pieces of glass in this room and thought that it 

might hurt her. 

I flew towards her voice without another word, as ‘ka, ka’ sounds came from underneath me, but I 

didn’t feel any pain at all. 

There was only the word ‘lucky’ in my mind…… 

She was back, she didn’t leave me, she came back to my side. 

I felt that my ‘hatred’ was just based on the fact that she still wanted me. 

If she didn’t want me, I wasn’t even qualified to feel ‘hatred’…… 

  

Chapter 1374: Side story: Waiting for you for the rest of my life, never aging if you don’t come (Part 3) 

We reconciled. 

Or it could be said that when she carefully touched my feet and asked if it hurt, I had no emotions other 

than love for her. 

Xi Jin had always said that I was a paranoid person, but my life was actually very simple. 

As long as she was willing to stay by my side, it didn’t matter if she loved me or not because it was 

enough that I loved her. 

That was all I wanted…… 

But I didn’t know that our happiness came so late and it was so short. 

On Purple Phoenix Mountain, where I first met her, where we first made our promise, but also where 

I…..had lost her. 

I thought that Yan Xiu would keep his promise to not tell her anything. 

But he still told her…… 

Yes! I had known all these years who had eaten the gallbladder that could cure the Blood Bone Snake’s 

poison. 



It wasn’t a bit of blood, it was all their blood. 

But I didn’t want a single drop of her blood, even if just a small bowl could cure my pain. 

Yan Xiu had said that I was a devil, one that was paranoid. 

I just smiled as I said to him, I promised that I would marry her, I wouldn’t die so easily. 

Not to mention that since I decided to save her, how could I let her be hurt? 

I didn’t want her to be hurt, not a single bit! 

But I never thought that in order to save me, she would choose to give up her life. 

I never thought that a woman who could kill her own child for revenge would do something in her life 

and mine that would pain me for the rest of my life. 

After waking up, I anxiously searched for her. 

But I found myself in the palace and my heart was completely suffocated. 

I didn’t roar out, I didn’t do anything crazy. I just ordered everyone to leave the Endless Hall after 

learning of this matter. 

I didn’t sleep that night. 

My final words were: Luo Qing Chen, do you still want to hurt me again and again? If so, then 

you…..succeeded? 

I didn’t know how many days passed, I just knew that I had drank for a long time. Over and over again, I 

wanted to die, but I needed her corpse. 

I would see her if she was alive, I would see her corpse if she was dead. 

Without seeing her corpse first, I couldn’t die….. 

I definitely…..couldn’t die! 

The first thing after waking up was dealing with Feng Xing Yue. When I stood in front of him, I could see 

his flustered appearance. 

He kneeled in front of me, begging me to let his child go, letting go of the only bloodline he had in this 

world. 

I smiled. I didn’t know how terrifying this smile was, but I could see the changes on his face as it turned 

more and more pale, filling with despair. 

In the end, I cut off his limbs and didn’t let him die. 

I put him in a large vat, watching Qian Si Yu being executed. I had his child being stomped bit by bit. 

At that moment, I found that I could still live because I still had my hatred. 

I hated……all the people in this world! I became violent, cruel, and enraged. 



Because this world took you away, so I hated all the people in this world! 

I wanted to wait for you for the rest of my life with this hatred. If you didn’t come, I wouldn’t age….. 

[Ding, congratulations on bringing a soul fragment into the Lead God Space. 24/100] 

  

Chapter 1375: Sir school hunk with personality disorders (Part 1) 

When she opened her eyes, she was surrounded in chaos. 

Luo Qing Chen opened her eyes to feel the familiar aura around her. 

She was back and as it suggested, she died in the end. 

But it was ten years too late. 

[For him and the host, this was the best ending.] 

She just stood there in a daze, not responding. 

[Does the host want to see what happens after you died? Yes/No.] 

“No.” She shook her head, not planning on watching the next scene. 

She already knew what decision Feng Si Zui would make after she had died. 

This decision was something that no one in the world could change. 

She knew, so she didn’t force him to live in the end. 

After all, that would be……too cruel for him. 

[The following is a summary of the previous mission. Host, please properly look over it.] 

Name: Luo Qing Chen 

World: «Paranoid emperor: Let’s go to hell together, alright?» 

Mission completion rate: 100% 

Experience: 4500/10000 

There are currently five items in the spatial storage (Full): [iPhone 999], [Exquisite Ring], [Nine Section 

Moon Whip], [Moon Glass Fan], [I’m the prettiest mirror]. 

Permanent abilities: Space and time freeze level 1 

Exchange points: 14000 

Base points: 40 

“Open the shop.” 

[Ding, the shop has been opened.] 



Luo Qing Chen looked at it and said, “Return the items.” 

[……] 

The system was very awkward, but it still did it. 

“Return the iPhone999 and the I’m the prettiest mirror for exchange points.” Luo Qing Chen couldn’t 

take these things any longer since the purpose of these two items were….. 

To take up space and to take up more space! 

[Successfully returned the iPhone999 and the I’m the prettiest mirror for exchange points. The host has 

received 20000 exchange points!] 

Luo Qing Chen gave a satisfied nod and went to the final page of the store, “I want to exchange for the 

Phoenix Dance Sword.” 

[Ding, 30000 exchange points have been taken. Successfully exchanged for the Phoenix Dance Sword. 

The host’s remaining exchange points: 4000.] 

The system didn’t expect Luo Qing Chen to exchange for the Phoenix Dance Sword which was a top 

grade divine weapon from the store. It was even on a higher grade compared to the Exquisite Ring. 

The divine sword that Luo Qing Chen exchanged thirty thousand points for appeared in her hand. 

The Phoenix Dance Sword was covered in a frosty white glow, covered in layers of white light with a 

faint golden light over it. It wasn’t heavy, but it had a thick spiritual energy around it. 

Although Luo Qing Chen hadn’t used it yet, she could feel the power contained in the sword. 

[The Phoenix Dance Sword’s greatest use is in cutting the soul.] 

Destroying the soul and cutting everything into nothingness. 

She narrowed her eyes before putting the Phoenix Dance Sword back in her storage. She liked this 

sword since the moment she saw it in the store, but she couldn’t get it for a long time since she didn’t 

have enough points. 

But she could get this sword because she had seen the words ‘return product’ at the bottom! 

Not to mention the ‘I’m the prettiest mirror’, even the iPhone999 since it had appeared in her storage 

space, she hadn’t used it once! 

[……] The system didn’t dare speak, the host really was angry! 

[The host’s twenty fifth mission panel is below.] 

Appearance: 95/100 

Strength: 95/100 

Intelligence: 90/100 

Figure: 95/100 



After that, the image in the bronze mirror changed. 

[Mission Grade: B] 

[Experience gained: 500.] 

Female lead: Luo Qing Chen 

Male lead: An Yu Sheng 

Supporting female lead: Xia Qing Rou 

Supporting male lead: Zhao Jin Xuan 

Mission content: [Return to three days before the female lead died and obtain the love of the male lead 

An Yu Sheng.] 

Side mission: [Become a student of the affiliate school and lead the students of second year class 7 to 

obtain the best average score in the final exam.] 

[Currently importing memories, please accept them, host!] 

  

Chapter 1376: Sir school hunk with personality disorders (Part 2) 

When Luo Qing Chen received the memories, she had one conclusion: The supporting female lead was a 

good person! 

At least her personality was better than the previous host’s. 

Although when comparing it, Luo Qing Chen liked the previous host’s personality more. 

As for the male lead and previous host…..it was a story of hurting each other! 

The previous host was the bully of the campus and to put it bluntly…..she was a ‘social youth’! 

She didn’t know who her parents were and had grown up in a normal household, considered a child who 

had been raised by the village. 

This bad environment had long formed the personality of the previous host. As long as she could eat her 

fill and wear warm clothes, she could do things that weren’t considered ‘just’. 

For example, helping Liang Bing Bing chase the affiliated school’s school hunk An Yu Sheng. 

As the name stated, the male lead was a man who was as ‘gentle as jade’. 

He was like a warm breeze that was very clean. 

But behind this ‘gentle as jade’ was a ‘stubborn heart’! 

The male lead An Yu Sheng and the supporting female lead Xia Qing Rou were childhood friends and 

they were very close. Although An Yu Sheng was gentle, it was gentleness with indifference. 

He had never accepted any love letters and had always said with a faint smile, “Study well!” 



Liang Bing Bing was the school flower and the ruler of the school. Talented and beautiful girls always had 

a kind of pride, the men she liked had to like her. 

However, even the excellent Liang Bing Bing was gently rejected by An Yu Sheng on a certain dusk. 

There was always only one girl behind him, it was the supporting female lead, Xia Qing Rou. 

Everyone thought that they were a couple, but no one knew that An Yu Sheng treated Xia Qing Rou as 

his little sister. 

It was because Xia Qing Rou’s parents had died when she was young. Their fathers were war buddies, so 

she had been taken into their family when Xia Qing Rou was still young. 

She was a weak and gentle girl, giving off the aura of a scholar. 

She was not a beautiful girl, but she was still pretty. 

There were many boys who chased her, but she tactfully rejected them. 

Although it was the same as An Yu Sheng, there was one thing that was different….. 

Xia Qing Rou liked An Yu Sheng, she didn’t treat him as a big brother. 

But she had never talked about it. He didn’t ask and she didn’t speak, they had a tacit understanding 

between them, being the childhood friends that everyone envied. 

But Liang Bing Bing could not forgive An Yu Sheng. 

After all, she was the school flower of the affiliated school, there were many people chasing her. Her 

pride wouldn’t allow her to lose to Xia Qing Rou who was inferior to her in every way. 

She thought that not only did she want Xia Qing Rou not to receive this, she also wanted to ruin her. 

So she found the ‘social youth’, which was the previous host Luo Qing Chen! 

In terms of beauty, Liang Bing Bing and Xia Qing Rou couldn’t compare to the previous host, but in terms 

of academics…… 

The previous host had nothing. 

Liang Bing Bing had met the previous host at the birthday party of her cousin Zhao Jin Xuan. She had a 

good family background and after being rejected, she wanted to use this socially dirty little sister to 

make An Yu Sheng no longer a clean man. 

It was simple: Using whatever methods, as long as the previous host could make An Yu Sheng fall in love 

with her, she would give her two thousand dollars after this mission was over. 

Although the previous host was against ‘taking love by force’, she was not a princess who grew up in an 

ivory white tower. 

She who had grown up missing meals knew just how painful it was to have an empty stomach. 

  



Chapter 1377: Sir school hunk with personality disorders (Part 3) 

Being hungry for a long time meant fainting and fainting meant death. 

She had fainted three times since she was young and she had woken up with pure willpower each time. 

This life let her know that all despicable human nature was small in front of death. 

Therefore, she agreed to Liang Bing Bing’s request. 

Actually, no matter what path the previous host used to attack, it wasn’t smooth because An Yu Sheng 

would never agree to be with her no matter what methods she used. 

Because from the beginning, there was Xia Qing Rou beside her, whether it was sunny or raining. 

But for two thousand dollars, the previous host wouldn’t give up. 

If she gave up, she would really starve to death next month. Actually, the supporting male lead Zhao Jin 

Xuan didn’t give her a chance. He wanted her to work in a pub, but the previous host had rejected him. 

Although the previous host was poor, she still had her principles. 

She knew that it didn’t matter who said that she was a dirty little girl in this world because she knew in 

her heart she wasn’t. 

On the last day of November, the previous host confessed to An Yu Sheng in front of the school with a 

megaphone. 

She said these words: An Yu Sheng, I will wait for you every day, whether it is raining or blowing, I will 

wait for a month. If you’re not willing to accept me, I will give up. 

It was snowing hard in A City that day. She was wearing a furry black sweater with ripped skull jeans. She 

had smoky makeup, black eyeliner, and a black cap. The four studded diamond earrings in her right ear 

sparkled as she had a lollipop in her mouth. 

There were many students who were looking at her with strange gazes. She knew that they looked at 

her in disdain, but she didn’t care! 

Not everyone was a princess protected in a white ivory tower, at least she wasn’t. The complexity of 

society already let her understand the sinister hearts of men. 

Therefore, she didn’t care about those gazes. 

But An Yu Sheng was stunned. An Yu Sheng who was called a ‘genius school hunk’ had actually felt 

something that he desired from the previous host. 

It was called: Freedom. 

But even so, he just passed by her without saying a single word. 

Time passed by quickly and the previous host came to the school gate to wait for An Yu Sheng every 

morning after eating a bun. 

However, whether it was sunny or rainy, he had never looked directly at the previous host. 



Xia Qing Rou had secretly given her food and water, advising her not to keep waiting. 

Her original words were: Yu Sheng…..Big brother, he doesn’t care about love between men and women. 

Xia Qing Rou never doubted the love of the previous host, rather she felt sorry for the previous host’s 

love. 

Although this love was different from the emotions hidden in her heart, it was essentially the same….. 

Fruitless love, unable to retreat…… 

The previous host waited thirty days and An Yu Sheng passed by her thirty times. 

Finally, when the rain was pouring on December 31st, the previous host wasn’t waiting at the school 

gate for An Yu Sheng. 

She gave up on the last day, the day that it rained very hard. 

An Yu Sheng would never forget the familiar voice that was at the school gate and his heart trembled. 

There was a slight feeling of loss and…..a strange unwillingness. 

That day, An Yu Sheng went to the roof of the east building after every class because that place was the 

best place to look at the school gate. 

From the first class to the last class, that figure never appeared. 

She was a bright light that had suddenly shined right into his cold heart, but she had also left without 

any notice. 

She said a month, but why did she break her promise? 

  

Chapter 1378: Sir school hunk with personality disorders (Part 4) 

The previous host not going on the last day was not because Liang Bing Bing had already paid her, but 

she decided not to go. 

One, it was because Xia Qing Rou had been taking care of her over the thirty days. 

For a gentle girl like this, if she continued using despicable methods, she would feel that she was very 

ugly. 

Two…..was because of a strange feeling. 

The previous host had never seen An Yu Sheng before, but as the surrounding people kept saying you 

like him, you like him, you like him. 

She couldn’t help really liking him…… 

She strangely started paying attention to his every move, his every look, the faint glow that was around 

him. 



The previous host was a smart person and when she knew about the change in her emotions, this 

transaction was no longer pure. 

But she still waited for him, waiting for thirty days. It was to satisfy her little wish to see him and to 

release all the expectations in her heart. 

Until the final day when she gave up. 

Because she knew that he wouldn’t like her. After all, whenever anyone did like her, they would at least 

give a bit of a reaction. 

But…..An Yu Sheng hadn’t. 

Although the previous host didn’t last until the final day, Liang Bing Bing still gave her the two thousand. 

But there was one request, Liang Bing Bing wanted her to leave A City. 

The previous host didn’t know she had succeeded, but Liang Bing Bing had. 

Because when school was over on the 31st, An Yu Sheng had found Zhao Jin Xuan’s bar through his 

friends. 

He wanted to find Luo Qing Chen…… 

When Liang Bing Bing learned of this, she was shocked. An outstanding and dazzling youth like An Yu 

Sheng was actually looking for a dirty ‘little girl’ at a bar! 

Of course, she had never told the previous host this, but the previous host didn’t plan on leaving A City. 

She found a job singing at a bar. At the age of seventeen, she sang old songs in this bar filled with smoke 

and alcohol. 

But she felt it was good, at least this job was done with her own efforts. 

The bar had kept its promise and it didn’t make her do anything other than singing. 

The owner was simply like heaven and hell compared to Zhao Jin Xuan. The previous host didn’t work at 

Zhao Jin Xuan’s bar because the supporting male lead wanted her to ‘seduce the customers’! 

For the previous host, at least this place…..was good. 

But the previous host never thought that An Yu Sheng would find her. 

He said many things, but the previous host didn’t hear a single word. When the song in the bar was 

finally over and the people left, she slowly said: I lied to you for two thousand dollars. 

An Yu Sheng was shocked when he heard this, but he respected her decision and asked if her words 

counted or not. 

The previous host said they didn’t. 

An Yu Sheng said that he would wait for her for a month. 



An Yu Sheng came to the entrance of the bar to wait for thirty days, but An Yu Sheng didn’t appear on 

the thirty first day. 

He had died that night. 

Zhao Jin Xuan had led a bunch of people to cause trouble for the previous host at the bar for his little 

sister. 

The previous host had asked for the day off and didn’t go to work. She wanted to reject An Yu Sheng in 

surprise, but she never thought that An Yu Sheng would get stabbed ten times by Zhao Jin Xuan ten 

times for her, falling to the ground. 

The genius youth didn’t wake up after that day. 

After the previous host learned of this, in order to take revenge for An Yu Sheng, she took a jug of 

gasoline to Zhao Jin Xuan’s bar. 

With a single flame, everyone died. 

  

Chapter 1379: Sir school hunk with personality disorders (Part 5) 

[Host, time is running out, please don’t be in a daze!] 

The system’s reminder pulled her out of the memories and she looked at the clock on the wall. 

It was exactly five o’clock on the afternoon of January 31st. 

“My god!” She pursed her lips and took out some normal clothing from the closet, throwing them on 

before charging out the door. 

Time really was short, she didn’t have any time to hesitate at all. 

The previous host’s clothing was mainly dark punk style, looking very cold. 

She personally said: I don’t like it. 

System, please tell me the affection. 

[The affection of the meal lead for the previous host is 0%.] 

Luo Qing Chen slightly knit her brows because this was the first time she couldn’t immediately tell what 

kind of person the male lead was. 

Was he a kind and gentle student or an unruly youth? 

Normally speaking, the male lead had waited for her for thirty days, this didn’t seem like it would be bad 

feelings. 

[System notification: The male lead has a hidden personality disorder!] 

??? 

Personality…..disorder? 



[To put it simply: He obtains the things that he wants through abnormal methods!] 

After the system explained this, Luo Qing Chen could guess why there was no affection. 

The male lead didn’t feel love for the previous host, but it was a kind of split possession. 

Although he didn’t show it on the surface, as long as the burning desire in his heart was ignited, it would 

go out of control. 

There were people like this in this world. Many people loved him, but he had never experienced love 

before. 

He imagined one day that there would be someone who appeared who he could love. 

At that time, he wouldn’t be the gentle youth, but rather he would be a terrifying person with a strong 

sense to possess it. 

On the way to the bar, Luo Qing Chen kept thinking of what the system said to her. 

Where was the clean as jade and pure male lead? 

Why did it suddenly change? 

Before reaching the door of Zhao Jin Xuan’s bar, Luo Qing Chen saw An Yu Sheng. 

He was wearing the uniform of the affiliated school, with a brown sweater over his white dress shirt. He 

had ordered a cup of coffee and was sitting there in the open air lounge. 

When boys and girls passed by him, they couldn’t help looking back at him. 

He looked like he was glowing, showing grace and handsomeness in all his movements. 

Luo Qing Chen was planning on stepping forward, but then she saw Zhao Jin Xuan not far away! 

There were many people behind him and they came to settle accounts with her. It seemed like this time, 

she as the executor of this mission had broken the heart of the client. 

Luo Qing Chen knit her brows and pulled up her jacket before putting her hands in the pocket to move 

towards An Yu Sheng. 

“Ke, ke……” She had her back to him and leaned in the chair as she said, “Come with me.” 

An Yu Sheng was surprised. Although he didn’t see who the other person was, he could sense who 

she…..was. 

But he……didn’t move. 

Luo Qing Chen bit her lip and was a bit worried. Seeing Zhao Jin Xuan coming closer, she pulled An Yu 

Sheng’s hand and lowered her head as she said, “You forced me!” 

She didn’t want to use such ‘violent’ methods, but An Yu Sheng’s slow behaviour gave her no other 

choice. 

The youth standing by her was a bit surprised and his lips couldn’t help curling in a faint curve. 



His left hand came down a bit and it changed into his hand suddenly pulling her in. 

Suddenly, there was a warm feeling that came from her sweater. 

[Ding, affection has increased by ten. Mission completion rate is now 10%.] 

  

Chapter 1380: Sir school hunk with personality disorders (Part 6) 

Luo Qing Chen wanted to pull An Yu Sheng away at first, but now it looked like An Yu Sheng was pulling 

her away. 

There was a path in the park where plum blossoms bloomed on both sides, filling the air with a faint 

fragrance. 

“You don’t like me, why are you waiting for me?” Luo Qing Chen looked up and a clear voice filled An Yu 

Sheng’s ears. 

He paused for a second before slowly letting go of her hand. 

When he turned around, his clean and gentle eyes were filled with a layer of gray mist. He just put his 

hands in his pocket as he looked over her, “Then do you like me?” 

An Yu Sheng had skillfully changed the topic as a trace of a smile appeared in his deep eyes. 

With the night breeze, the plum blossoms scattered. 

His smile was against the sun, rippling in her eyes bit by bit. 

“At least not now.” She lifted her eyes which had heavy makeup on it and wrapped up her coat. But in 

her eyes that could see through everything, there was a bit of pride. 

It was like a game of hearts, she didn’t like him and he didn’t like her. 

But because of his inexplicable personality disorder, he had lost his life because of this bit of caring. 

Luo Qing Chen found it hard to imagine what kind of person could make this youth truly fall in love. 

“I know about the deal between you and Liang Bing Bing.” He slowly raised his right hand and gently 

removed the plum blossom petals from her hair, “So I know that you don’t like me.” 

Luo Qing Chen gave a shrug as she said with an innocent look, “Sorry little big brother, I was forced into 

it!” 

She wasn’t lying. The previous host really was forced into it since she had never eaten her fill in 

seventeen years. 

An Yu Sheng still had that faint smile, but there was a sense of loss in his deep as the sea eyes. 

He knew that when he learned that this girl didn’t like him and was only acting for two thousand dollars, 

there were mixed feelings in his heart. 



This was the first time he was feeling this strange feeling. It was like something belonged to him, but 

someone suddenly told him that this thing didn’t belong to him. 

This unwilling feeling filled his brain that was stubborn to a psychotic level. Once things began, it 

couldn’t be taken back. 

“The past is the past, now is now.” He looked into her eyes, “You will fall in love with me!” 

He narrowed his eyes into a cold smile. 

This smile didn’t belong to the genius school hunk. 

It belonged to someone else, the devil that was hiding in his heart! 

“Puchi.” She gave a laugh before looking at An Yu Sheng with a sparkle in her eyes, “Whether I fall in 

love with you will depend on if you fall in love with me. Will…..you?” 

With another night breeze, the plum blossom scent in the air became stronger. 

A test that was about ‘love’ was handed to the two of them at the end of January. 

An Yu Sheng looked at her like this, looking at that beautiful face as his lips curled slightly, “I’ve never 

loved someone before, but……” 

“But what?” She said with a faint smile. 

“But if I fall in love with someone, I will become very terrifying. Will you be afraid?” An Yu Sheng had 

never thought of this before. The first person who heard this in his life was this acquaintance, Luo Qing 

Chen. 

Or perhaps, this was the real him. 

 


